
THE NEW ENERGIES

A  U N I Q U E  T R E A T M E N T  M E T H O D ,  C H A N N E L E D
F R O M  I L I U K A  T H R O U G H  L E I F  H A V I K ,  T O  B E N T E

K R I S T I N E  H A G E N E

Mother Earth and the entire universe, is undergoing a whole new

and extensive frequency rise and change. This happens via

meridians (energy lines) in everything living on earth and in the

intergalactic. There are lines of communication that convey

information and energy between heaven and earth.

In both humans and animals, the DNA is changing and the New

Energies can be helpful in balancing these physical and mental

states we get in these processes. Old blockages and imbalances

also come to the surface to be able to be cleaned out during this

time. The New Energies can also help to create a greater

understanding, clarity and insight into their own processes and

needs. 
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I do this treatment with distant healing. The

healing takes about an hour, and its important

for you to rest until you are fully back in

yourself.
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The New Energies is a unique treatment method for balancing

energy between body, soul and spirit. The method involves

connecting points on the body via meridians, following a specific

pattern. This is according to Iliuka, ancient wisdom from the

Pleiades that is now being brought to life, adapted to the unique

time and frequency we now have on earth and in the universe. It is

a universal love energy, which cleans out imbalances, harmonizes,

and strengthens the body and mind. It can be used preventively

and treatingly, both for self-help and for others.

(For Iliuka see: www.iliuka.no.)According to Iliuka, there were

diseases that doctors would call viruses. During these years, both

swine and bird flu etc. came.

In both humans and animals, the DNA is changing and the New

Energies can be helpful in balancing these physical and mental

states we get in these processes. Old blockages and imbalances

also come to the surface to be able to be cleaned out during this

time.

 

The New Energies can also help to create a greater

understanding, clarity and insight into their own processes and

needs. As Iliuka says; Many people go a different way in life than

that which is determined by the soul's plan. Many follow learned

patterns and thoughts characterized by childhood experiences

and impressions and expectations of others. This creates

disturbances and slag in both body and mind. The wisdom of DNE

coincides with the wisdom of the medicine wheel: Everything is

connected and working in each other's energy.

The New Energies
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1- Basic treatment: This is the foundation of DNE. This

is a complete part of the treatment that one can start

using right away.

2- The Higher Energies: The points and meridians here,

are a strong anchor between body, soul and spirit.

 

3- The senses: are devoted to the wisdom of the

senses and their great importance to the health of the

organs and body.

 

4- Lymphatic and nervous system: Strong treatment

method to cleanse and balance the body. In this way

we can prevent disease in the nervous system and be

able to provide greater balance in the physical and

mental energy system.

 

5- Back to your own heart. This is an independent

treatment that works to release the power of the soul

from the heart and strengthen the ability to follow its

own heart - the path of its own soul.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


